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Upon arrival,the local guide will meet you at airport 
then transfer to hotel

DAY 1  ARRIVAL GUILIN 

7D6N  
IMPRESSIVE 

GUILIN   

After breakfast, visit [banyan lake scenic spot]built 
in the lake, the twin towers and  [a gold and towers]
radiant. Copper tower is the world’s tallest tower, 
up to 42 meters, 9 layer, is also China’s first full 
copper pagoda, with 600 tons as a whole. The lake 
has a 10 meter long tunnel connected with 7 layers 
on tower, twin towers set each other off becomes 
an interest. Then free to wander. Visit [The ancient 
south gat ] [sanxi park] after tasting tea. A visit to 
the silk pavilion;Watch the landscape show; Wang 
fu jing things ancient alley;Night train travel lakes 
it at night.

DAY 2  GUILIN / YANGSHUO     
(Breakfast/Lunch/Dinner)

After breakfast, go to take a boat roaming 
“landscape come to yangshuo lijiang river waterway 
;Visit lijiang don’t worry about the weather, sunny 
days to see the qingfeng-xiangguang fracture 
reflection, cloudy day see diffuse mountain fog, 
rain see lijiang misty rain, there is no doubt that 
this wonderful place one of the main reason is the 
“landscape jiatianxia guilin”. 【west  street【 feeling 
amorous feelings “foreigner street”. Visit the 
bamboo charcoal life hall. Watch the osprey fishing 
performances and unique ornamental director 
zhang yimou’s epic masterpiece < impression liu 
sanjie > live action performance.

DAY 3  GUILIN / YANGSHUO        
(Breakfast/Lunch/Dinner)

OWN EXPENSENSE:
”Landscape” show + 

Wangfu Jing River to catch fish 
sprey things ancient alley night + 

Guilin impression Liu Sanjie 
= SGD180/Pax  

TIPPING:
SGD10/Pax/Day

Final and correct accordance of 
itinerary will be based on Chinese 
version itinerary. All hotel ratings 

are based on local terms.

GV2  Tour Code : GL07

After breakfast, traveling by car  visit  [Yangshuo west 
moon mountain rural tourism] local characteristic 
features of a new socialist countryside. Visit  Asia 
for the first hole. [Silver rock] [the moon mountain] 
far view to visit [Ma Ling Miao Ancient Village] 
ethnic amorous feelings of silver pavilion.

DAY 4  YANGSHUO        
(Breakfast/Lunch/Dinner)

After breakfast, visit Long Shengjin terraces] [Long 
Shengjin car car. The ride back to guangxi to visit 
spa.Visit the latex life hall.

DAY 5  YANGSHUO / LONGSHENG /     
                  GUILIN  (Breakfast/Lunch/Dinner)

After breakfast, go to visit [Lu Jia folk custom 
villages] [walking is peach blossom river] Set TV 
series [journey to the west] in the opening scene 
also shot. Visit city park.After visit the jade gallery. 
Free around south department at noon, taste flavor 
snack in guilin.

DAY 6  GUILIN  (Breakfast)

After breakfast,transfer to airport for your flight 
back to sweet home.

DAY 7  GUILIN  (Breakfast)


